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Trouble with Snowmobiles, State Stonewalls
by Kate Scarlo� and Rob MacLeod

We own a 160 acre diversi�ed farm in East Hardwick.
It is bisected by the defunct
Lamoille Valley Railroad
which is 55 feet from our
house and cow barns. In
2001, the State entered into
an agreement with the VT
Assoc. of Snow Travelers
(VAST) whereby VAST is
responsible for constructing and maintaining a four
season recreational trail (the
Lamoille Valley Rail Trail
or LVRT) in exchange for
snowmobile use of the trail in
the winter.
We bought our farm in
2001. For two years, VAST
used a detour on our land that
kept snowmobiles away from
our house. But, there were
problems with trespass oﬀ the
trail and li�er in our hay�elds.
We tried to work with VAST
to address the problems, but
instead VAST decided not
to use the detour and started
running snowmobiles next to
our home.
Since 2003, in winter we
are exposed to noxious fumes
and disruptive noise. We are
deeply concerned about the
carcinogens we are exposed
to, as well as stress from the
noise. Compounding these
impacts, there are repeated
curfew violations and we are
woken during the night by
snowmobiles roaring by our
house. Vermont’s snowmobile
rules state that trails should
typically be located no closer
than 500 feet from private
homes. �e LVRT’s location
clearly violates this rule.
We have had countless
meetings with VAST, State

oﬃcials, and legislators to try
and work out a solution. In
2004, we constructed a new
detour trail on our property
for VAST, only to have the
local VAST club arbitrarily
decide not to use it the day
before the season began and
the next year to demand additional trails on our land as a
condition of using the detour.
We have participated in every
public forum VAST has held
as it developed its “management plan” for the LVRT,
consistently presenting the
needs and concerns of
adjacent landowners.
We have worked within
all available channels of
authority in the State to voice
our concerns with snowmobile traﬃc too close to our
home. All our proposals have
been rejected by VAST, and
we have been stonewalled
by the State. It appears no
one will stand up to VAST,
although this is a public trail
on public lands.
�e solution is simple and
fair. Two existing snowmobile trails run parallel to the
section of the LVRT that
runs by our home and several neighbors. �ese trails
are well established and have
been in continuous use for decades. We have proposed that
a short section (less than �ve
miles) of the LVRT be closed
to snowmobiles and snowmobiles use the existing VAST
trails. VAST would still have
contiguous trail access and
the problems we and our
neighbors face disappear.
VAST has repeatedly said no
to this proposal, and the State

has not taken a leadership role
to bring this saga to a close.
Beginning in the fall of
2010, Ma� and Anne�e have
been extremely generous
with their time and expertise
helping us to connect with
legislators and State oﬃcials,
sharing their considerable
experience to strategize and
to urge people toward a fair
resolution, always with polite,
patient persistence.
VCE has shown remarkable
dedication and deeply astute
understanding of the heart
of our situation, which is a
citizens’ struggle against an
arrogant special interest and
its political manipulations,
and we are indebted to them
for their tireless eﬀorts.

Less than �ve miles of the
LVRT, shown in red, proposed to be closed in winter
would make the trail available
for non-motorized recreation
and protect neighbors’ homes.
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Holy Wind, Who is that
Masked Li�le Brown Bat?!
A�er releasing the Supplemental
Dra� Environmental Impact Statement for the Deer�eld Wind project
proposed by Iberdrola for U. S.
Forest Service land in Readsboro
and Searsburg, the USFS announced
they were holding two public hearings
in the form of “open houses,” a format
preferred by wind developers as a way
of sti�ing the public’s voices.
VCE’s intrepid leader decided to
have some fun and showed up in a bat
costume, representing endangered bat
populations.
�e bat did not speak, and handed
out literature about ridgeline wind
turbines killing more bats than on �at
land. It was the purest form of
advocacy,
and was
eﬀective
in raising
awareness.

Message from the Director

I write this summer’s message while riding
on the train along the Hudson River on my
way home from a seminar on water disinfection held in Washington D.C. Gazing out on
the Hudson River while composing this seems
somehow appropriate to the news reported in
this 2011 mid-year report.
�e seeds for my environmental activism
were sown thanks to my parents’ love of
nature, and on Pete Seeger’s sloop Clearwater
on which I had my senior picture taken for the
Vassar College yearbook in 1977.
VCE advocates for clean water, passenger
rail service, protecting Vermont’s landscapes,
Anne�e Smith next to an
renewable energy that enhances rather than
amazing rock formation in the
divides our communities, and raising the voices
George D. Aiken Wilderness
of Vermonters to hold corporations accountnear Searsburg
able for their actions in our communities.
All the problems associated with large scale energy development on our
mountain tops have taken us to new areas of the state where we are working with an ever-expanding number of people. All of them care deeply and
passionately about our beautiful state’s communities that are threatened by
inappropriate industrial development. We invited some fabulous Vermonters
working on wind and other issues to write their stories in their own words.
We thank them for their tireless work.
Annette Smith, Executive Director

UPDATES ON DRINKING WATER, ENERGY, AND EMF
Are Chloramine’s Days Numbered?
�ere is Hope.

Green Mountain Power:
�e 800 Pound Gorilla?

VELCO, Cell Towers, EMF:
Condemnation in Wells

Revelations about chemicals in drinking water, and new studies about the
reactivity of chloramine means that
chloramine’s days are numbered. VCE
recently a�ended a seminar about
alternatives, sponsored by Erin
Brockovich, Integrated Resource
Management, and the Environmental Working Group. EPA takes years
to make changes, so while we have
reason to believe the use of chloramine in drinking water will eventually
end, we are not sure how long that
will take. Tri-Town and Grand Isle are
two systems in VT considering using
chloramine. VCE is urging EPA to
suspend its Stage 2 rule that is pushing
water systems to use chloramine.

GMP/Gaz Metro’s oﬀer to purchase
Central Vermont Public Service
comes as no surprise to VCE. But our
perspective is now colored by GMP’s
heavy-handed and aggressive pursuit
of its big wind project in Lowell. �e
public process around the project has
been atrocious, and the company is
now rushing to meet deadlines for
federal production tax credits. �e
ridiculous pace of the process and the
eﬀorts by state regulators, including
ANR and the PSB, to comply with
GMP’s impossible schedule is making
a mockery of our democratic process. If this is the way GMP is going
to conduct its business in the future,
Vermonters have reason to be wary.

�e story of Felix and Olga and
their family’s eﬀort to stop VELCO
from erecting a new tower with high
frequency antennae 60 feet from their
mountain-top home and artists’ studio
in Wells serves as a precautionary tale.
�ough their case regarding VELCO’s
right to use an existing easement goes
to Superior Court in August, VELCO
got a Certi�cate of Public Good from
the Public Service Board (a/k/a the
Rubber Stamp Board) and has commenced condemnation proceedings.
Gov. Shumlin and legislators are doing
everything possible to support new
towers with minimal public process.
Watch your town and regional
planning commission agendas.

�is spring, VCE was nominated for the ECHO Leahy Center and
Burlington Free Press’ “Courage in Leadership” Award for our work
with Vermonters dealing with wind energy development.
�ough we did not win, we made it into the �nals along with four
others. �ank you to those of you who nominated us, and to more
than a dozen VCE members who a�ended the awards ceremony.
We were honored to have been considered for this new award.
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Working Together to Save the “Nature of Vermont” by Steve Wright
What is Vermont’s core economic asset?
What one thing must we protect at all costs in
order to continue to be a place people choose
to work, rear children, invest in a life?
For me, the answer seems obvious: it’s the
“Nature of Vermont” we must protect. But
what does that mean? What does “protecting”
look like?
Protecting the “Nature of Vermont” means
assuring our natural assets – clean air, clean
water, forests, mountains, and valleys –
remain healthy. In order to have a workable
economic future, these values must come �rst
because they are the things that make our
lives here meaningful. I submit that the
“Nature of Vermont” can be limitless and forever, that it has the capacity to nurture generations of Vermonters yet
imagined. I submit that without it, we are a short-term society caught in a web of illusory, short-term gains and values.
�e best current example of that short-term thinking is the planned destruction of a major, iconic ridgeline – the
Lowell Mountains in the Northeast Kingdom – in order to corral a few electrons for a foreign-owned corporation and to
supposedly make a diﬀerence in reducing our carbon footprint (a claim that is dubious at best).
Meanwhile, GMP stands to make millions of dollars for its foreign owner via energy subsidies paid for by American
taxpayers. In fact, GMP would not even be arguing for the project if it were not for the subsidies.
How has our statewide leadership go�en all of us into such a reality that declares we must destroy the “Nature of
Vermont” in order to save it? Why don’t they appreciate that commercial/industrial wind-generated electricity has the
potential to – literally – change the face of Vermont without doing much of anything to reduce our carbon emissions?
From where has this madness come?
�is is a common human problem. In the face of pressure to do something, anything, to alleviate a serious problem we
choose an illusion presented by a third party, an illusion which makes money for the third party and damages our own
interests, in this case the “Nature of Vermont”. It is precisely what is happening with the Lowell Mountains proposal.
Now, our leaders must �nd a way to admit their error or we will be doing untold, permanent damage to the face of our
Green Mountains.
How do we ordinary Vermonters make this happen? We must raise our collective voices and put our individual
credibility on the line. I have been glad to have had the support of VCE – whose organizational statement of purpose is
all about protecting the “Nature of Vermont” – as I have worked with many others, both in my part of Vermont and other
parts of the state, to raise our voices and challenge the establishment – government, utilities, and other environmental
organizations.
We must continue to stress the facts of the case. We must continue to ask: How are all Vermonters aﬀected by this case
and to what extent? What are the long-term eﬀects of blasting away portions of the Green Mountains?
And what are the solutions? A
combination of renewable development
that includes all available resources. We
reach that nirvana via a carefully orchestrated energy planning and development
process designed for the best interests
of Vermonters. We are joining together
to ask our Governor to be a leader, not a
front-man for a foreign corporation.
Will Vermonters actually tolerate
action that has li�le or no eﬀect on
climate change? I believe they will not.
�ey will defend their mountains. I will
�e area, top, on the Lowell Mountains is to be an intersection more than 100 feet continue to work with many of you in
wide, similar to the intersection at First Wind’s site in Sheﬃeld, bo�om photo.
this cause.
Steve Wright lives in Cra�sbury Common. He is a former Commissioner of the Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, and served for seven
years on the Vermont Environmental Board. In 2009 he retired �om the National Wildlife Federation, where he worked to develop eﬀective
climate change action programs. Photo above right by Steve Wright, Lowell Mountains �om Denton Hill in Cra�sbury.
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Examples of How Vermont Wind Developers
Are Poor Stewards of the Land

Iberdrola’s bent met tower, above le�, in Searsburg, went
unrepaired for months. Green Mountain Power’s Searsburg
wind project’s blade in a tree, above right, more than two
years a�er the tower it was a�ached to collapsed. Below,
GMP’s met tower lighting equipment in Lowell, was not
maintained and in violation of VOSHA regulations.

Why Water Quality Ma�ers
by Paul Brouha
Headwater streams in forested watersheds are where brook trout populations
have been able to maintain themselves.
�ese areas maintain cold, high quality
water and well-aerated gravels where
brookies spawn in October and the eggs
then develop over the winter until they
hatch and emerge from the gravels in
early spring. In these small streams they
have relatively li�le competition and
ready availability of food (invertebrate
insects, mainly). During winter these
streams are bridged over and insulated
by snow and the groundwater that represents the largest proportion of the �ow is
warmer than water exposed to winter

A typical turbine pad in Sheﬃeld, below

Stormwater se�lement pond, above, breached at First
Wind’s turbine construction site in Sheﬃeld. Vermont
state regulators say the site is in compliance with its
permit and is a model of how to do it right. Below, sediment runs oﬀ First Wind’s site in Sheﬃeld and into high
elevation streams. Certi�ed �sheries and water experts
say this site is in violation of the Clean Water Act.

air. �is environment is critical to brook
trout survival and reproduction. When
the �sh reach a certain size they o�en
migrate downstream to the valleys where
they grow larger and support �sheries.
When these headwaters are logged
or denuded of forest cover as in the case
of the Sheﬃeld wind project bad things
happen. Water temperatures increase
in the summer and are reduced in the
winter causing anchor ice to form in
the unprotected channels. �e channels
become unprotected because streamside
tree cover is reduced. When these channels become �lled with a slug of new
sediment, �ood water forces increasingly
are directed at fragile streambanks.
Resulting bank erosion destabilizes and
widens the channels which at some

point can no longer be bridged by snow.
Research has shown that when a large
portion of a watershed is logged and
roaded, brook trout populations are no
longer able to sustain themselves and
they are extirpated. �e valley sections o�en receive �ne sediments from
upstream that drop out as �ow energy
dissipates. �ese �nes embed in the
gravels and �ll in the interstices. Once
�ne sediments reach 20-30% in the
gravels trout can no longer successfully
spawn in them (the eggs o�en suﬀocate or become poisoned by their own
nitrogenous wastes because of reduced
intergravel water �ow). Invertebrate
production of certain species of may�ies,
stone�ies, and other genera is reduced in
such sedimented gravels.
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Is Anyone Listening? by Candice Shaﬀer
Does anyone really care about the true cost of industrial
wind on our mountain ridges? I wonder and it frequently
challenges me to keep my peace of mind. I was awakened
to the truth about big wind by going to a meeting in my
community where Anne�e Smith spoke to the issue. I was
quite alarmed and with some guidance from VCE became
increasingly active in writing le�ers, visiting weekly with
legislators at the state capital, speaking out at appropriate
venues I was a�ending, making phone calls to my representatives, a�ending public hearings and press release gatherings. A�er all, we are a progressive state and once everyone
gets the facts, common sense will win out and corporate
wind will fade out of New England, right?
Instead, the language the Public Service Board (PSB)
used in their hearings indicates that the decision to develop
our mountain tops has already been made before the public hearings are completed. Statements such as “A�er the
contract is completed, how will you restore the disturbed
areas?” were commonly used. When the Green Mountain
Power biologist was asked about the impacts of the Lowell
project on bird, bat and bear populations he denied that
any “signi�cant” impact will occur. Am I the only one in
the room that sees that the biologist is wearing no clothes?
Does the PSB really believe that mitigation is eﬀective
when critical habitat is destroyed because they guarantee
other wooded areas that the animals already have accessible to them? A loss is a loss and competition will ensue
for the diminishing habitat that one has to survive in.
And what about the PSB member who asked: “So what
is the big deal about birds? �ey don’t walk. �ey can just
�y to another area and live there.” �e people who are asking these questions are making big decisions for our communities, our wildlife, water quality, economy and so much
more... and don’t have a clue about how natural systems
operate. �erefore, are they just assuming wind is “green”
in all applications? �is wishful thinking is more fantasy
than truth and I do not know how to pop that bubble if
those in power do not want to awaken from their dream.
I feel like the people in Whoville yelling “We are here! We
are here!” Meanwhile no one seems to hear my calls or to
care that I have something to say.
How do I cope with this? It really helps to be on a
spiritual path. I keep my eye on the goal and never give
up. I give it whatever I can. I meditate and pray and
trust. I know most of us are well intentioned but see
things diﬀerently.
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�is means that
there is no “bad
guy” and it may
be necessary for
all of us to go
through some
tough lessons
until those in
power learn
that “you can’t
do harm to do
good.”
Gov. Shumlin
says we have to
do something or the Earth will be uninhabitable. I say we
cannot aﬀord to do any more harm. We need all our wild
places, our clean water, our strong communities, our clean
air, our trees and then regenerate more. Let’s �gure out a
way to use less energy and how to make what we NEED
in a way that is harmonious with all the Earth’s systems.
Yes, we cannot aﬀord to languish at this cross roads. And
even more important, we cannot aﬀord to carelessly grasp
at �awed technology and screw up this opportunity to get
it right. We must get serious about �guring out how to
power our needs without destroying the very ecosystems
that support life on our planet. Let’s be done with that and
instead focus on community based energy generation that
is small scale and locally controlled.
Until we learn the lessons that the natural disasters are
providing us, the Earth will only speak to us louder and
louder until we have to listen. I would rather pay a�ention
and learn from gentle lessons. But no one is asking me to
run the planet and if those in charge see it diﬀerently, then
I must be willing to go along for the ride and continue to
be the squeaky wheel, for it is only when enough of us walk
our talk that we will be heard and the decision makers will
act with the virtue that we hold them up to. And all this
must be done with compassion and kindness for myself
and those who are in the same leaky ship; for this is the
only way to reach the future.
Candice Shaﬀer lives in Waits�eld. She and her husband Robert
own property on the western side of the North�eld Mountains. She
is a former Calais Conservation Commission Member and a nature
and peace advocate. Below, trout lilies and skunk cabbages on top of
the Lowell Mountains.
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Water at its Source

Most Vermonters’ drinking water comes
from groundwater wells that tap aquifers
that originate on our mountains. Vermont’s
peaks and ridges are wide, undulating and
vegetated sponges that act as three dimensional reservoirs. Rain water is captured
by the alpine wetlands and soils, where it
is held and slowly released over time. Even
during heavy rainfalls, runoﬀ does not run
over the land, but in�ltrates to small, shallow
reservoirs in the bedrock. �e high quality
cool headwaters ensure clean drinking water
North�eld Ridge
and maintenance of the state’s high quality
streams. VCE is working to ensure that the Photos on this page show the
state requires the maximum protection for tops of 5 mountains targeted
high elevation streams in places like these.
for wind development.

Protecting Water by Susan Shaw

Deer�eld/Searsburg and Readsboro

Georgia Mountain

Lowell

�e entire time I lived in Louisiana in the 1970’s, I was
completely convinced that Vermont, the state of my birth, was
an impeccably conscientious state environmentally. I do think
She tries, but formidable challenges abound, of course, and
citizens have to engage and support changes for the be�er and
to try and strike a fair and reasonable balance.
VCE and Vermont Law School have been tireless and,
quite honestly, brilliant in helping our small grassroots group,
Residents Concerned About Omya (RCO) to move in this
direction for many years now. For anyone not familiar with
Omya, it is a multi-national corporation that runs an industrial
calcium carbonate processing facility in our community of
Florence. �e plant’s operations have contaminated
groundwater by placing and storing mining waste in unlined
pits. RCO feels passionately that the groundwater should be
protected as a public trust resource not only for the folks who
live in and around Florence but for all Vermonters for all time
(see story on page 8).
Over the years, RCO has been watching and asking and
even pleading. Diﬀerent times and varying circumstances
have called for diverse strategies, and VCE has been a constant
resource and dynamic force in helping RCO to cope with what
is, for most members, very unfamiliar terrain. We count on
their support as we face an extremely rich and powerful corporation, and state government that seems to perceive us as more
a pebble in their shoe than the ones who pay their salaries.
Our goal has always been for balance between our needs, the
environment’s needs and those of the company.
What the future holds for us and for Omya is unknowable,
but I’m grateful that VCE has, for all these years, been
consistently there to mentor RCO. I hope we
will continue to have them as a most trusted
and valued ally throughout whatever lies ahead.
Susan Shaw lives in Florence and has been
a leader of RCO since its formation in 2001.
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2011 Legislative Summary by Ma� Levin

No Hearings on Wind,
Grassroots Educate;
Energy Planning Starts
For the second year
Rep. Dave Po�er introduced legislation
to address concerns
about siting, setbacks, and the regulatory process for
Ma� Levin,
VCE Outreach
utility-scale wind.
& Development Legislators again
Director
held no hearings.
for VCE
VCE
staﬀ focused on
since 2005
supporting the work
of a dozen grassroots lobbyists who
participated in our long-term eﬀorts
to “un-spin the Green Myths” about
utility-scale wind and other renewable
sources. VCE provides training on the
legislative system, and building skills
and relationships. �rough our collective eﬀorts, many more legislators
now have the facts about the impacts
of wind, and faces and stories to go
with them. We invite more of our
members to join this eﬀort in the next
legislative session.
VCE staﬀ and members were also
actively involved in a series of public
meetings held by the Department of
Public Service to kick oﬀ their work
developing the statewide Comprehensive Energy Plan. VCE worked
to increase legislative involvement
in the Plan dra�ing process, and we
were pleased that Sen. Ginny Lyons,
Chair of the Senate Natural Resources
and Energy Commi�ee, held a public
hearing on the Plan in April. VCE
members turned out in force to
express their hopes and vision for the
state’s energy future, and concerns
about the impacts of utility-scale wind
on our landscapes and communities.
With VCE’s encouragement, the
Senate Natural Resources and Energy
Commi�ee also secured legislative
language that speci�cally called for
the Plan to fully consider impacts
from large-scale energy generation on
communities and the environment,
and to investigate the creation of an
intervenor funding program for the
state to ensure towns and citizens have
the resources they need to participate
fully in regulatory procedures.

Groundwater – Protecting Resources,
Rejecting Commodi�cation
VCE staﬀ have been participating in
the state’s eﬀorts to regulate groundwater extraction since 2003. �e state
needs more funding for this eﬀort. In
the 2011 session, a few legislators began to advocate for a tax to be levied
on water bo�lers, partly to raise funds
and partly to discourage the export
of water. VCE opposes the taxation
of groundwater, as this commodi�es
a public resource and is a simplistic response to a complex problem.
Corporate bo�lers simply pay the tax
and then gain a sense of ownership,
and the state becomes dependent on
the revenues and can actually facilitate
more withdrawals to enhance revenue,
rather than seeking to limit abuses
from withdrawals.
VCE successfully advocated against
the taxation proposals, and worked
with our colleagues at VNRC to
inform legislators about the complexity of groundwater usage in Vermont,
and the as-yet unanswered questions
about the largest groundwater users in
the state. We support increasing fees
to provide more resources to ANR to
enable them to be�er regulate groundwater usage for all purposes.
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Snow machines and the
Lamoille Valley Rail Trail
VCE worked on behalf of land owners
impacted by the use of a snowmobile
trail that has current negative impacts
on residents (see cover story). Building
on work done in the past on the issue
by our colleagues at VNRC, VCE
supported citizens’ eﬀorts to be heard
by decision-makers.
We successfully worked to remove
objectionable language from a legislative resolution supporting the Trail.
We are still supporting an informal
dispute resolution process.

Smart Meters – Know Your
Opt-Out Options

In the next few months, Vermont’s
largest utilities will begin an eﬀort to
switch out the analog meters currently used to measure their customers’ electricity use and replace them
with Smart Meters. �ese new meters
will use wireless technology that will
greatly increase the amount of radiofrequency (RF) radiation in homes.
�e use of these meters has caused
concern for some VCE members.
Some people are sensitive to RF
radiation, and others �nd that being
exposed to higher levels of RF causes
Public Involvement in
them to have headaches, sleeplessness,
Energy, Telecom, Rail Funding
nausea, and other health problems.
VCE testi�ed in several commi�ees
VCE worked with some success to
during
the session in support of hardstop eﬀorts to speed up the state’s
wired
(as
opposed to wireless) techpermi�ing processes. �e energy
nology
for
smart meters. Unfortu(H.56) and telecom bills (S.78) were
nately,
most
utilities (including GMP
originally introduced with language to
and
CVPS)
are
commi�ed to wireless
weaken noti�cation, town rights, and
technology.
However,
our testimony
citizen participation. Some of this
was
successful
in
jump-starting
dislanguage was removed. VCE worked
cussions
about
opt-out
procedures
to secure more notice for leases on
for people who do not want wireless
state lands. VCE testi�ed against
Smart Meters. �e utilities are in the
the growing trend in Montpelier to
process of �nalizing their opt-out proweaken public participation and to
grams,
and VCE is �ling comments
consider towns and citizens to be
with
regulators
supporting fair, open
a problem whenever economic
opt-out
programs
that are available to
development is being encouraged.
anyone
who
wants
“out”.
VCE continued our long-standing
We
recommend
everyone
pay close
eﬀorts to monitor state funding for the
a�ention
to
their
electricity
bills
in
Western Corridor and Omya/Middlethe
coming
months,
and
when
you
are
bury Rail Spur projects. We advocate
given
an
option,
to
consider
if
opting
for funding of passenger rail, especialout is the right choice for you.
ly from Bennington to Burlington.

Vermonters for a
Clean Environment

Yes, I want to be a member of VCE
and make a difference, too!
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VCE is a 501(c)3 organization.
Your contribution is tax deductible.
Thank you!
Members receive two newsletters a year.
Printed on 100% recycled paper

VCE members are invited to a�end
our annual meeting at the
Old Fire House in Tinmouth
�ursday, July 14, 2011
6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Each year our members engage in a lively
discussion about our work. See you then!
VERMONTERS FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
789 BAKER BROOK ROAD
DANBY, VERMONT 05739

Join us for our Annual Meeting
Old Fire House, Tinmouth
July 14, 2011, 6:30 - 8 p.m.

VCE’s Water Book“Respect Water ~ Protect Water”

Color: www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/491075
Black and white: $8 + $2 shipping
Quantity: 10 copies - $5 each+ $5 shipping
Contact Anne�e for details.

IN THE NEWS
Groundwater as a Public
Trust Resource
In February, Vermont’s
Environmental Court upheld
the state’s Groundwater
Protection Act. Congratulations to Vermont Law School’s
Environmental Law Clinic
representing Residents Concerned About Omya for this
signi�cant victory involving
contaminated groundwater at
Omya’s site in Florence!!!

